
ON DISTORTION IN PSEUDO-CONFORMAL MAPPING

J. M. STARK

l Introduction the method of the minimum integral. One aim
of the theory of functions of several complex variables is to reformulate
methods of the theory of conformal mappings in such a way that these
methods can be successfully applied to obtain results in the theory of
pseudo-conformal mappings, that is, in mappings of domains of the
fa* ••» zj-space by n analytic functions of the n complex variables
#i> •• >£» 1 The determination of bounds for the distortion of Euclidean
measures under pseudo-conformal transformation is one of the main topics
of this branch of the theory.

An important tool in investigations of this kind is Bergman's method
of the minimum integral [3, p. 48], The basic idea is as follows. After
an invariant2 (non-Euclidean) metric is introduced in a domain B, the
ratios of the non-Euclidean and the Euclidean measures of geometric
objects in B are expressed in terms of quantities λB which are solutions of
the minimum problems:

(1.1) λB= min [ \f\*dω .
B

Here / is an analytic function, regular in B and is subjected to certain
auxiliary conditions3, and dω is the element of volume (the element of
area in the case of one complex variable). Because of the specific choice
of the auxiliary conditions, these λB possess the property that they are
monotone functions of the domain B, that is if B^B then λBι^λB. As
a rule λB can be expressed in terms of Bergman's kernel functions of B
and its derivatives and thus can be calculated for special domains. These
λB are of much interest because they can be easily applied to obtain
distortion theorems for instance, if ICZBCZA, where /and A are domains
for which the kernel functions Kτ(z, z) and KA(z, i) can be expressed in
a closed form*, then λi<LλB<LλA and λIf λA are known quantities. With
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1 In the present paper we consider only the case of two complex variables, n~2.
However, it should be stressed that the methods used here can be easily generalized to
the case of n variables, ?z>2. The additional difficulties which arise are of a purely
technical nature.

2 Invariant with respect to pseudo-conformal transformation.
3 By varying the auxiliary conditions, one obtains different λβ's. As a rule upper

indices on λn indicate the auxiliary conditions. For details see §2.
4 In such case we refer to / and A as " domains of comparison".
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the aid of such inequalities one can obtain bouuds for the ratio R of a
Euclidean and a non-Euclidean measure of an object j located in B (since
R is a known function of λB). If B is mapped onto a domain B* by a
pseudo-conformal transformation and there exist domains of comparison
/**, A**, such that /** C # * C-4** then one can obtain also bounds for
i£*—the ratio of the Euclidean and non-Euclidean measures of the object
j * which is the image of j . It is clear that the bounds which one obtains
for R*/R are actually bounds for the ratio of the Euclidean measures
of i and;?* because the non-Euclidean measure is, by definition, invariant
under pseudo-conformal transformation. See [3, pp. 49, 56] and [4, p. 140],
where also special results are described in detail.

The more information one has about the various λB, the more dis-
tortion theorems one can obtain. In §2 we derive relations between
the various λB. These relations involve sometimes the volume of the
domain B. In many cases it is even of interest to obtain bounds for
the λB in one direction in § 3 we derive such bounds in terms of the
volume of B and the domains of comparison I and A) IdBCZA. We
apply these results (§ 4) to obtain bounds for the ratios of the Euclidean
and non-Euclidean measures of objects such as arc-length and analytic
angle, from which distortions under pseudo-conformal mappings of the
Euclidean measures follow.

The function

(1.2) JB{zly z2)=K^(zu z2; zlt

where K{B)=K{B){zu z2;zly z2) is the Bergman kernel of B, and

(1.3) DB = T%>T%>- \nP\\ ΓίS>=[a3 log K^ldz,dzv] ,

is known to be invariant under pseudo-conformal transformation [2, p.
55.]. Bounds for JB(zl9z2) were applied to obtain various distortion theo-
rems [5]. We conclude the paper in deriving bounds for this function.

As was mentioned before, the λB are minimal values of (1.1) for
different families of analytic functions. The fact that there exist relations
which connect these λB (see Theorem 1) is of interest because it throws
some light on the interconnection between the various families under
consideration. This, in turn, yields application to obtain distortion
theorems.

2 Relations between some minima λB. Let B be a domain in the
Zi, £2-space, and t a fixed point, teB.

We shall consider certain minimum values defined as follows : Denote
by (l)-(8) the auxiliary conditions
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(1) / ( ί ) = l

(5) /.,(*)=1

(8) utffldzj,

and let
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v x / Λ>δ
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(2) /(ί)=0

(6) Λ,(ί)=0

(b) 41

V X / AB

( j ) ^ί1 0

Ξ^Λ(ί), teB),

integral:

(3) /,,(

(7) J ^

U ) /

(g) ^

(k) .

ί ) = l (4) Λ

tt»«0

ε*!, M2 complex

IT ( d )

ir (h)

iϊ (1)

(2.1)

for functions / e
auxiliary conditions

k^l, 2.

which are normalized at 16 5 by the respective

(b) (2) and (3);

( e ) (5);

(h) (1) and (6);

(k) (1) and (4);

(c) (2), (4) and (5);

( f ) (2) and (5);

( i ) (2), (3) and (6);

(1) (2) and (8);

( a ) (1);

(d) (3);

(g) (4) and (5);

( j ) (3) and (6);

(m) (8).

Let G be a domain containing a domain B, BcZG. We denote by

(n) λ%B (o) XgB (p) λTB (q) ft?

( r ) « (s) 42i; {λB^λB{t),teB),

the minima of the integral

(2.2) ( \f\*dω , BCZG

for functions / e J2?\G) and normalized at t e B by the conditions

(n) (1) and (7); ( o ) (2), (3) and (7);

(p) (2), (4), (5) and (7); (q) (2), (5) and (7);

( r ) (2), (3), (6) and (7); ( s ) (2), (7) and (8).
5 That is, functions / such that (2.1) is finite. All integrations in this paper are in

the Lebesgue sense.
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THEOREM 1. Let B be any domain with finite Euclidean volume,
. Then

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7) ( l / « ° ) = ( l / O + (#°/vol B)

(2.8) ( l / ^ ) = ( l / 0 + (^/volfi). {

(See [2, p. 30])

Proo/. Since (l/;y=JSΓ(Λ), (2.3) is given in [1]. To establish (2.4)-
(2.8) we first consider the following general minimum problem. Let
{φiy)(z)}, v = l , 2, •••, be a system of functions orthonormal in B6 and
complete for j£f 2(2?). Let aqp, p=l, 2, , q=l, 2, , n, be a system

of complex numbers such that Σlααvl2<C°° f° r ^=1,2, •• ,n, and let
V = l

Xi, * ,X» be complex numbers. Finally, let ^ represent the minimum
of the integral

(2.9) ( \f\>dω=±AvAv, Ay
JB V = l

for functions / 6 £?\B) and satisfying

(2.10) ΣAvtfβv=Xβ > Q=l,2, -'-,n

To obtain the Av which render (2.9) minimum, we set equal to zero the

derivative of

(2.11)

with respect to Av, v = l , 2, •••, obtaining

?»

(2.12)

The Lfc are evaluated by substituting (2.12) into (2.10), and we obtain

(Cf. [2, pp. 41-43])

G By "<p(rt(z) and φ^(z) are orthonormal in B" we mean that

where dμ. v — 0 for μ=£v, $vv = l.
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(2.13) λ=- (D)\o (xy
(X) (D

where (X) is the column matrix of n rows having Xτ as element in r th

row, (Xy is the transpose of (X) conjugated, (D) is the square matrix

of n rows having Σαrv#sv a s element in rth row, sth column, and \{D)\

is the determinant of (29).
In the special case that λ is the minimum of (2.9) for functions

/ e -9?%{TB) and satisfying at teB the auxiliary conditions f(t)=

Σ A v ^ ( v ) ( ί ) = 0 , f4t)=Σ>AvφWt)=l, and ( fdω=0, we have λ=λ%s with
V = l l V = l 2 J 5

G=B. Taking φo)=(vόlB)~112 the last auxiliary condition implies ^ = 0 ,
OO OO

and the auxiliary conditions may be written ^Ayφ
(v)(t)=Of ^A^v\t)=l.

V=2 V=2 1

Thus XjBB is given by formula (2.13) in taking m=2, n=2, Xχ==0, X2=l,
<Xiv=<P(y)(t), and oL2v=φ^{t). Likewise λB, λt1, X^ are computed from (2.13)
by taking m = l, n=l, X1=lt ^ i V = f ( v ) ( 0 for λB; m=l, n=l, -XΊ==1,
aιv=φ^(t) for ^ί1; and m = l , w=2, X x =0, Z 2 = l , tflv=?>(v)(£)> « 2 v = ^ ( i )
for 4i Equation (2.4) now follows by eliminating sums involving ψ(v)(t)
and ψ^{t) from the expressions for λBf λt\ λΌ

B9 λBB as given by (2.13).
By use of (2.13), the other minima of the lemma are expressed in

terms of uτ, u2f and sums involving φ(v\z) and its derivatives at z=£,
by taking for m, n, Xp ajy, ^'==1,2,3, the values indicated by the
following table.

λZ 2 ! 3 ί 0 ! 0 1

$ ' 1 3 0 0 1

Λϊ 1 2 1 0

4 0 1 1 2 • 0 1

?£ 2 2 0 ! 1

λf1 1 2 0 1
j**i 1 1 1

Λ /} X X X

X2S, 2 3 0 1 0

Λ 1 0 1 3 0 1 0

XT 1 2 1 0 .

# 1 0 1 2 1 0

/^s 2 2 0 1

λ(p 1 2 0 1

ffl - 1 1 1
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Equations (2.5)-(2.8) follow by combining the expressions just ob-
tained so as to eliminate ulf u2, and sums involving ψ{y) and its derivatives.

3 Upper bounds for the λB(t) in terms of the volume of B and
domains of comparison*

THEOREM 2. Let B be any domain with finite Euclidean volume, in
the (z19 z^-space such that vol B <LV <^co . Then if I and A are any
domains IcZBCZA, we have

(3.1)

(3.2) (l/«)2> {1-W/F)}

(3.3)

(3.4)

at t~(tL,tA)eI.

Proof. Here we use the monotone properties:

(3.7a) λj<^λB<LλA for

and

(3.7b) *

To establish (3.7b) observe that the functions competing to give λAB are
also admissible to the competition to give λBB.

Since the integrand in (2.1) is non-negative, and since AZ^B, (3.7)
follows. (3.1) follows from (2.3), F > v o l # , and (3.7).

To establish (3.2)-(3.6) we proceed as follows. Each equation (2.4)-
(2.8) is of the form8

7 It is interesting to note that inequality (3.6) is a relation between two quadratic

forms in the complex quantities ζιtζ2'

[2, p. 46] where H(ζ, ζ) is invariant under pseudo-conformal transformations of G. It can
be shown also that

which is invariant under pseudo-conformal transformations with Jacobian having absolute

value one at each point of G.
8 To obtain (2.4)-(2.8) from (3.8) we take for (λB , ABB , Λ(

R

+), ^c*̂ ) the values (Λj1, ^ojB,
JtS JS ±f HIS

AB> λB } > ^ B ' BB ' AB ' AB } ' ^ B ' .BJ3' Λ ^ ' X ^ ^ ' ^λB ' £JS ' λB ' Λ ^ d Π U ^λB ' ABB' λB > λB } >

respectively.
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(3.8) (I/λB) = {llλBB) + (λi/vol 5) {(l/#>)-(1/^)}

where the auxiliary conditions associated with λB^
J are among the auxiliary

conditions associated with λBB, and the first factor in the last term is
<I1. Hence λβB^tiP, and the brace in (3.8) is non-negative. Using in
addition F ^ v o l 5 , and (3.7), from (3.8) we obtain

(3.9)

which yields (3.2)-(3.6).
In order to obtain for the λB(t) upper bounds which are smaller than

the λA(t), we make the following

(3.10) Assumption: If A is the exterior domain of comparison for B,
there exist domains Fv, v = l, 2, , Λ7", such that VVCZA, VV[\B

jsr

= 0 for v=l, 2, , N. The volume of Σ v̂ is known and is
V = l

different from zero. With this assumption we can take V=

vol A — vol ( X Vy) in theorem 1, so that we have
\V = 1 ./

(3.11) voli4>FI>vol5 .

4. Distortion theorems using assumption (3.10). There are domains
B for which the information about B contained in assumption (3.10) can
be used with advantage in deriving distortion theorems. Preparatory
to proving this, we make some remarks about distortion of arc length.

Let B be a domain in the (z19 22)-space, ICZBCZA, where / and A
are suitably chosen domains of comparison for B at teB. Denote by
dS the element of Euclidean measure and by ds the element of non-
Euclidean measure in B of arc length in the direction (u19 ιι2) at t, defined
as follows :

2 2
(λ Γ\\ ^JO2 V^ ΠΠ(Bhι i i /1Q'~ V 1 \n, 12
y±.\j) lib — 2LX •*• u,v μ v i U/t^ ^^ 2-ι l^vl

μ , V = 1 v = 1

It was shown by S. Bergman [3, p. 56] that

(4.1)

where
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We make use of the fact that at z=t

(4.2) Tπ=«, Γa-M",

[2, p. 45; 3, p. 56].
It follows that

or

The quantity D==Tg> -Ί\f - \Tg |2 is invariant under change of variables,
so that in addition to D={λ\yi{λϋB'Xf ) , we also have (when replacing zu

zt by z2. «i» respectively,

(4.3) D H

Hence λl λ^=lT l7, and

J 4(/^ +

where

Using the monotonicity of the Λ's, we obtain from (4.1) the inequality

(4.4)

where

1 ,1

Using hyperspheres centered at the point under consideration as domains
of comparison, (4.4) gives the distortion theorem (23) of [3, p. 57].

Another way to find bounds for dsPjdS2 is to make use of the relation

(4.5) ώ * = Σ

[2, p. 53 4, p. 142]. Indeed,
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or

2 _ 2

(λ1 iλ1) ŷ  τ^u u <c ds1 ̂  (λι i?ii) ŷ

hence

(4.6) (^/^-^(Γίi

where

) , Dz = Tf T<£ - \Tf f .

Using relations (4.2) and the monotonicity of the λ's, (4.6) becomes

(4.7)

Since λI<^λA for /CA, iφA, it is clear that (4\7) is a better in-
equality than (4.4).

Hence in estimating distortion of arc length it is of distinct advantage
to first make use of the relation (4.5). This is true regardless of what
domains are used as domains of comparison.

It is interesting to know that the inequality (4.7) ean still be im-
proved in many cases by using the relations of § 3.

THEOREM 3. Let B be a given domain, IC.BC.A, where I and A
are domains of comparison for B at te B. Denote by dS the element of
Euclidean measure and by ds the element of non-Euclidean measure in B
of arc length in the direction (ulf u2) at t (see (4.0)). Then

(4.8)

where
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=* max

c3

(4.9) Z = max {

2*=2 {vl/(M

Vι=i {Vλf 7 jj

A= max {(l/£), (1/^

Vx= max {(1/ f), [l-W/

^ = max {(ifiT), ΐL-W

wλ= max {(I/λT), [ l - ( 4

w2= max {(1///), [ l - ( 4

REMARK. In particular if / and A denote respectively the hyper-
spheres

and

\z1-εMetβi\2+ |23-εMe ίβ

where

0 ^ e ί < 1 - , 0 < m < M (l-τ/2V) , 0 ^ ^ v < 2 π , v=l , 2,

then the quantities ^Γ are functions of m; the λA not occurring in (4.9)
are functions of e, M; λψ is a function of ε, M, ΘV9 uv, ^=1,2; the λAB

not occurring in (4.9) are functions of e, M, θσy ψ^σ\ <p{σ\ φ2, σ=l, 2,
where

(4.10)

^=1 (C-eMe^YAM-e*
χ Λ ' L v-i _ι

fC = \), 1 ,

$ Γ 2 2

* L V- l

and λψB is a function of e, ilf, βσ, uσ, φc

o

σ\ ψ[σ\ φ2, σ=l, 2.

Proof. Using (4.5) we obtain :
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(4.11) Σ Tgujι,=λψP=dι?^λι

BlXP
μ,v-l

HWXWMW Σ ?^Λ

μ,V=l

Applying transformations of the type

(4.12) «f=e*γi cos tf ^ + Λ sin 0 23

2*=e«
δi sin 0 ^ + Λ cos # z.zin J5 and /, and using (3.6), we obtain

(4.13) max {&•*/Σ Ki2, y ^

<i A Ji(Γ^> 4- Tg

where

and I was defined by (4.9). Using (4.2), (4.3), and (3.1)-(3.6), and taking
into account the monotonicity of λτ

B(t) as a function of the domain, we
deduce that (4.13) implies (4.9).

To complete the proof of the theorem, we compute the λ's for the
case when / and A are hyperspheres, using formula (2.13) as explained
in the table of §2, and a similar consideration for the Λ^'s.

REMARK. In the case when assumption (3.10) is satisfied, it is
sometimes better to use (4.8), instead of (4.7). To prove this, we con-
sider the following example.

Let S19 S2, S3, Sv denote the hyperspheres

S3: k ~

where l/8<eJ<l/2, and 5y>0 is sufficiently small.
Let B be a domain satisfying
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and let /o>l be such that (yo\B)=p (yόlSi). For such a domain J5we
are able to show that (4.8) is a better inequality than (4.7).

To show that such a domain B exists, we must show that S2C.S3 — SL.
It is clear that S2CZSZ. To show that £2f\£L=0, observe that the
frontiers of S, and S3 have a point in common, namely the point
[(1/τ/YXl/Tεo-l), (l/i/2")("l/"2eo-l)], the centers of S, and S3 are
the same, and

(4.14) [2-(radius of S2)]-f(radius of &)=(radius of S3).

Hence S2Γ\S1=0f S2cZS3-Slf and B exists.
Consider distortion of arc length at the origin in the direction

uL = l, ^ = 0 . As exterior and interior domains of comparison at the
origin we take the eccentric hyperspheres

2

Λ \ \/y _ _ p. Ί[/ΐc> U* 1̂  <^" /l//"̂
/I . f i \&π, <Z'A.YJLκ; ™ I •\^^-ίrX

C—, Λf>0, 0 ^ ^ < 2 τ τ , &=l, 2, and

1

X- 1 o
A/ i., έJ

From the relation S3 — SV(ZB, it follows that any exterior domain
of comparison A contains S3. Since the quantities λ are monotone
functional of the domain, it is clear that the best choice for A is ̂ =£3,
from which it follows εo=ε.

To obtain the best bounds for distortion of arc length from (4.7),
/ has to be chosen in such a way that the quantities

are as large as possible.
From (4.14) and since S C ^ — S Ί it follows that B contains no

hypersphere of radius greater than the radius of S2. Hence m<^ (radius
of S2)f and if we take I==Si9 we have <5=0 and a best choice for interior
domain of comparison when estimating distortion of arc length by (4.7).

Repeating the above considerations, it is easily shown that ^=£3
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and I=S2 is also a best choice for domains of comparison when estimating
distortion of arc length by using (4.8).

On comparing

(4.7) r

and

(4.8) c

we find that

Σ

since λ°I=λT, *T=*7 in this case.

κ / ^ 6(1-ε2)

where Ί^=volβ=/> (vol/), /o>l.

>
n ^ /o τrsM«(l-2έ2Y 6(1-/) (l-2ε2)

or

(4.11) ί'-iA
p

Λ
|θ (vol/)

~ 2i 2)
2

W2XKW2.

Thus our assertion is proved.
The above theorem can be used to obtain new bounds for distortion
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of other quantities depending upon arc length, as for example the
analytic angle between two vectors. For this purpose we introduced
the following concepts : (see [2, p. 8])

Let X=(Xτ, X), Y=(YU y2) represent two vectors with initial points
at the origin, in the (z19 £2)-space. If Xk=a]c + iaJc^f Yjc=bJC-hib7c+2, k=l, 2

(αv, bv are real, μ=l, 2, 3, 4), then the Euclidean measure F of the angle
between X and Y is defined by

(4.15a) cos F= - Σ α A v = v

Using the notation H(X, Y)^H[(XlyXJ, (Ϋ19 Y^X^

J X) (4.15a) can be written in the form

(4.15b) cosF = ̂ ^ ^ — ^ L , where ^ ? = r e a l part.
S(X) S(Y)

We define the non-Euclidean measure / of the angle between X and Y
to be the, so-called, analytic angle. [2, p. 9]. This is the Euclidean
angle between the two analytic planes which contain the vectors X and
Y, respectively. It is known that

(4.16) cos /= I^Z ' ?)l , sin fJX^~X^ .
K } J S(X) S(Y) J S(X)-S(Y)

THEOREM 4. Let B be a domain IdBcZA where I and A denote
the hyperspheres

and

<- , 0<m<Λf (l-eτ/2), 0^θ,<_2π, „=!, 2,

respectively. Let F denote the Euclidean measure and f the non-Euclidean
measure in B of the analytic angle between two vectors at (0, 0). Then

(4.17) r (m/M)lo

where

a»= min { ( l-

β>= min {(1-

r= max {(l~
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Proof. Denote the vectors mentioned in the theorem by X=(Xlf X2),
Y=(Y19 F,). From (4.16) and analogous considerations using Bergman's
metric we have

(4 18) s i n F = | X ^ - X ^ 1 sin f_

(4.18) smί slxysiΫ) ' f ~~
where

X)^ Σ
μ,,V =

and

Thus

(4.19) sinF/sin/

Bounds for ,9*{X)jS(X) and S^(Y)IS(Y) can be obtained as in the
Theorem 3, which is a theorem on the distortion of arc length. Using
(4.5) first with &V=XV v=l, 2, then with uv=Yv, v=l, 2, applying to 4̂
a transformation of the type (4.12) and calculating the Tffi, T$ for A
and / of this theorem, we obtain

(4.20) Vzm*l\M 3(1 - 2ε2

and the same for
By dropping the terms involving Λ7s with double subscripts in (3.1)-

(3.3) and using the monotonicity of the λ's, we obtain

(4.21) .

where

u= min {λj., v} , v= min

Making use of (4.2), (4.17) follows from (4.19), (4.20), and (4.21).

REMARK. AS in the case of arc length (Theorem 3), an example
can be given which shows that an upper bound for the volume of B is
of advantage in estimating distortion of analytic angle.
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Another distortion theorem follows from the following considerations.
Under a pseudo-conformal mapping of a domain B* of the (£*,£*)-

space onto a domain B of the (zl9 £2)-space, the Bergman kernel
K(m(zf, zί zf, zf) transforms as a relative invariant; that is,

9 zf; zf, **)
Zu Z2)

and we obtain an absolute pseudo-conformal invariant if we consider

(4.22) JB(z19 z^K^!DR = λ^*λTl{λι

Bγ , DB^T[f Tc

2f - \T[f |2 ,

where K{B)^KiB){zlyz,;zlyz^ is the kernel function of By and T$ =
[32 log K^ldz^dzy] [2, pp. 51, 55]. Since Jβ is a pseudo-conformal in-
variant, we can use the level surfaces of JB (when JB is not a constant)
to formulate the following type of distortion theorem9. If a domain B*
is mapped psendo-conformally onto a domain B for which
then

(4.23)

where

[3, p. 48; 5].
With the aid of the relations of § 3, (4.23) can be sharpened in

many cases.

THEOREM 5. Let A be an exterior domain of comparison, / an interior
domain of comparison with respect to a given domain B of (zu z.^-space.
Then for the pseudo-conformal invariant

where

(4.24)

where

yiogK(B)ldzμdzV9 we have at teB the inequality

max

9 A similar procedure and an analogous theorem are valid in the theory of functions
of one variable z. For, if G is a region in the #-plane, then the quantity

φ «(1 IKtey) [92 log KΦIdzdz], K^~KW\z,~z)

is a conformal invariant such that —2φ is the Riemann curvature of the metric

d&^K&KzΓzyidz?, [4, p. 36].
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v = max

w= max

The proof consists in combining relations (4.22), (4.0), (3.1), (3.2)
and (3.3).

In comparing

(4.23) ^Ϊ^JB^^Z

and

(4.24) dL<LJB<,d2

we can show that in many cases (4.24) is better than (4.23) for obtaining
distortion theorems, as follows.

Let By 1, A, be domains as described in the remark to Theorem 3,

(volJB)=/o.(volJ) ,

Computation yields

λJ πM%l2
o

\ M(l2εy(lε 1) , λT= λ 7τ'M
6 6

λ*n = 1 π'Wβ(l - 2eί)'(l + 2e2)/(l + βε2) , }̂
6

where we now have M=l, m = ( l —1/2^). Thus

so that

(4.25) ^ - ^ . ^
d,

(4.26) ^̂ (A ^ ^ ^ i 1 ^ 2 ^ ' l/8<r<l/2
« °3(ll/2)3
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